This study aimed to help determine what the typology of math creative problem-solving is. Different from studies that have discussed the threshold effect between creativity and intelligence, this research investigated the threshold effect between creativity and other attributes. The typology of the math creative problem-solving abilities of 409 fifth-and sixth-grade Taiwanese students was identified and compared in this study. A Creative Problem-Solving Attribute Instrument was devised for this study, with the aim of measuring students' perceptions on their motivation, knowledge, and skills, both in general and in specific domains. Divergent and convergent thinking were also measured. Cluster analyses yielded three creative problem-solving typologies: High, Medium, and Low. The High Attribute group scored significantly higher in the Math Creative Problem-Solving Ability Test than did the Medium Attribute and Low Attribute groups. The results suggest a threshold effect from several attributes-divergent thinking, convergent thinking, motivation, general knowledge and skills, domain-specific knowledge and skills, and environment-on students' creative problem-solving abilities. Balanced development of attributes may be an important consideration in nurturing creativity in children.
Introduction
Creative problem-solving is crucial for the improvement of society and is also important for the activities we do in our daily lives [1, 2] . Additionally, creativity and the ability to solve problems creatively are considered essential skills that future talent must be equipped with [3] . In this study, creativity is a necessary component of creative problem-solving ability. It is therefore necessary to characterize the relationship between problem-solving (in general) and creativity. Creativity can be part of problem-solving [4] [5] [6] [7] ; it is especially so when solutions to problems are not easily reached or readily available and when the ideas required for solutions are novel and are particularly appropriate to solving the problems [8, 9] . Some researchers believe the process of creativity actually constitutes the whole of the problem-solving process, from problem finding to executing a plan [10] . Guilford [11] associated creativity with problem-solving and identified four stages of the creative process: (1) recognition of an existing problem; (2) production of a number of relevant ideas; (3) recognition of various possibilities produced; and (4) the drawing of appropriate conclusions that lead to the solution. Houtz [12] believed that Torrance's definition of creativity, defined as "the process of sensing gaps or disturbing, missing elements; forming ideas or hypotheses concerning them; testing these hypotheses and communicating the results, possibly modifying and retesting the hypotheses" [13, p. 16] , is similar to the process of problem finding and problemsolving, because creativity can be exercised while solving open-ended and ill-defined problems.
It is believed that creative problem-solving ability is difficult to research and that it is difficult to put the results of that research into practice [14] . Various measures of creativity tend to have different operational definitions, and the attributes of creativity continue to be debated. During the early development of creativity research, the structure of creativity was measured via divergent thinking tests and has gradually come to be equated with divergent thinking [11, 13] . However, divergent thinking tests have been evidenced to have poor reliability and weak predictive validity [15] .
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Additionally, in some studies, the structure of creativity has been understood as an entity independent from academic achievement, which implies that knowledge and skills learned in school are not necessary in exercising creativity [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, with the emergence of the theory of domain specificity of creativity, the importance of knowledge and skills within specific domains has come to be recognized among researchers on creativity [19] [20] [21] .
The foundation of this research is based on the belief that creativity is multifaceted and complex, and this belief has been evidenced in recent research [20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Guilford [22] claimed that several factors are involved in creative thinking: (a) sensitivity to the problem; (b) fluency; (c) novelty; (d) flexibility; (e) ability to synthesize; (f) analytical ability; (g) reorganization or redefinition; (h) complexity; and (i) evaluation. Torrance [28] discussed the multifaceted nature of creativity, defining creativity as "the process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making guesses and formulating hypotheses about these deficiencies; evaluating and testing these guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and finally communicating the results" (p. 47). Amabile [20, 23] suggested a Componential Model of Creativity, which includes domain-relevant skills, creativityrelevant skills, and task motivation. Csikszentmihalyi [17] proposed six personal resources for producing creativity: intelligence, knowledge, styles of thinking, personality, motivation, and environmental context. Urban's [29] component model of creativity views the creative process as containing six components: (1) divergent thinking and acting; (2) general knowledge and base for thinking; (3) specific knowledge base and specific skills; (4) focus and task commitment; (5) motivation and motives; and (6) openness to and tolerance of ambiguity.
Cho [24, 30] proposed six attributes of creative problemsolving ability: divergent thinking; convergent thinking; motivation; general knowledge and skills; domain-specific knowledge and skills; and environment, in her Dynamic System Model of Creative Problem-Solving Ability, which was based upon Csikszentmihalyi's [17] complex model of creativity and Urban's [29] Componential Model of Creativity. Knowledge and skills provide individuals with preliminary resources in which divergent and convergent thinking either evaluate or search for alternatives [31, 32] . Divergent thinking is used to search for alternatives. Convergent thinking is used to evaluate various alternatives against criteria and to correct errors in order to achieve the best answer to the problem [21, 33, 34] .
Cho suggested that creative problem-solving ability functions like an organic system whose attributes dynamically interact to solve a problem, where motivation, general knowledge and skills, and domain-specific knowledge and skills form the bases of creative problem-solving. Convergent and divergent thinking function as tools that utilize domainspecific and general knowledge and skills in order to solve problems in a new and useful fashion. Creative problemsolving ability can grow or diminish, depending on the micro-and macro-environmental conditions of the external organic systems individuals find themselves in. In addition, if any of the attributes are not developed to the necessary level, creativity will not blossom. Cho's model is the theory upon which this study is founded.
The threshold effect is one of the essential topics discussed in creativity research, and the correlation between creativity and intelligence is also often investigated. Creativity and creative problem-solving have also been stated to be related to intelligence [21] . The theory of the threshold effect for intelligence and creativity was first proposed by Guilford, who stated that creativity is well-predicted at IQ levels below 120 but not above 120 [21] . However, even when creativity is recognized as multifaceted and cannot be simply determined by a single factor, the threshold effect theory has merely been studied as it relates to intelligence and creativity but not applied to the correlations between creativity and other attributes. Torrance [13] claimed threshold effects in intelligence, but such effects have not yet been verified for other attributes of creativity.
In this study, the Creative Problem-Solving Attributes Inventory (CPSAI) was developed by combining Cho's dynamic system model [23, 24, 30 ] and Treffinger's CPS Model Version 4.0 [35, 36] as frames of reference. Version 4.0 of Treffinger's CPS emphasizes a three-stage process of solving problems creatively, where divergent thinking and convergent thinking are both utilized at each stage [35, 36] . The three overall stages of the CPS process are as follows: understanding the problem (mess-finding, data-finding, and problem finding); generating ideas (idea-finding); and planning for action (solution-finding and acceptance-finding) [37] . Although it is not the latest version, CPS Version 4.0 clearly describes the creative problem-solving processes that young students, who are relatively inexperienced real-life problem solvers, might experience. It also does so in a less complex manner than is detailed in CPS Version 6.1, the latest one.
The main purpose of this study was to shed light on the essential attribute(s) of creative problem-solving ability in math, as based on Cho's theory. Most importantly, the study aimed to investigate whether there is a typology, or even a threshold effect, between creative problem-solving and a variety of attributes, among different levels of creative math problem-solving ability. This study aimed to provide insight into how best to nurture creativity.
Materials and Methods

Sample.
A total of 409 fifth and sixth graders were recruited from two elementary schools in Taiwan. Because there is a minimum age requirement for Taiwanese students to enroll in elementary school and there is no accelerated program at the elementary level, fifth-and sixth-grade students' ages generally range from 10 to 12 years. 325 students (54.8% males and 45.2% females) were sampled from School A. In School B, a sample of 84 students (60.7% males and 39.3% females) participated. Demographically, these participants came from two-parent households (96%), were born in Taiwan (99%), and mainly spoke either Mandarin (59%) or Taiwanese (37%) at home. (ii) What are the distinctive patterns of attribute combinations for creative problem-solving ability evidenced among fifth-and sixth-grade Taiwanese students?
(iii) After categorizing the respondents into three different groups based on their responses to the CPSAI, what were the differences between these three groups, in terms of their math creative problem-solving performance?
Instruments.
The CPSAI is an instrument that measures students' self-perceptions of five attributes of creative problem-solving ability. To examine its structural validity, four other instruments were also administered: the Math Creative Problem-Solving Ability Test [26] ; the Creativity Assessment Packet [38] ; the Critical Thinking Test-I [39] ; and the Inventory of Parental Influence [40] . The validity and reliability of each instrument are described below.
The CPSAI. The CPSAI is a self-report questionnaire in which students rate their frequency of using attributes of creative problem-solving, by responding to 41 items on a scale from 1 (Hardly Ever) to 5 (Very Often). The theoretical basis of the CPSAI is adopted from Cho's Dynamic System Model of Creative Problem-Solving and Treffinger's Creative ProblemSolving [23, 35] . There are five subscales included: Divergent Thinking; Convergent Thinking; Motivation; General Knowledge; and Environment. In each of the five subscales, the test questions describe possible behaviors for creative problem-solving attributes that can be exhibited during each stage of creative problem-solving. For instance, items in the Divergent Thinking subscale describe divergent thinkingrelated behaviors in the stages of problem finding (e.g., "I ask many related questions when I try to understand problems"), generating ideas (e.g., "I get many different ideas by thinking from different standpoints"), and planning for action (e.g., "I have several different procedures to solve problems").
Because the CPSAI is a new measure and the Math Creative Problem-Solving Ability Test (MCPSAT) is a slightly modified version of the original, these instruments were first piloted over a one-month period to establish reliability. Detailed information about the MCPSAT can be found in the next paragraph. The pilot group consisted of 74 students (31 fifth graders and 43 sixth graders) from various backgrounds, recruited from several private institutions across Tainan City and Tainan County. Cronbach's alpha for the test items showed reasonable internal-consistency on the subscales of Motivation ( = .80), Environment ( = .88), Divergent Thinking ( = .89), and Convergent Thinking ( = .94) but only minimally adequate reliability on the subscale of General Knowledge and Skills ( = .65). .00
The Math Creative Problem-Solving Ability Test (MCPSAT).
The MCPSAT is a creative problem-solving ability assessment of open-ended math problems that identifies gifted students in math [25] . Students' responses were evaluated in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality [26] . Fluency is scored according to the number of correct answers to the problems. Flexibility is scored by the number of categories of correct answers produced for the problems. For instance, one of the questions is, "Using the following equation (77 × 15 = 1155), please create up to 10 new equations." If a student's answer includes 15 × 77 = 1155 and ∑
15
=1 77, this would be considered as two different categories. Originality is scored by how frequently a student's given correct answer to a question was provided by the other students (i.e., more frequent answers equal lower originality). A rubric with exemplary answers for each score ranking was developed by selecting and classifying all relevant responses to each question. The members of the research team discussed and revised the evaluation rubrics when faced with unique and challenging responses. Participants' responses were scored by math teachers who have been trained on the nature of the problems and on possible answers for each test item. Taiwanese math teachers reviewed the problems in terms of their difficulty, with comparative reference to the Taiwanese math curriculum, and noted students' difficulties during the pilot testing, resulting in the selection of eight problems (five easy items, two medium items, and one difficult item) for the final version of the MCPSAT for the study.
Statistical analyses were performed to examine the following aspects of the MCPSAT with regard to the current participants: internal-consistency reliability; internal validity; and difficulty level. Reliability, measured by internalconsistency, of the MCPSAT was found to be reasonably good, since Cronbach's alpha for the eight test items was .73. The internal validity of each test item was calculated using BIGSTEPS, and an item analysis was conducted based on Rasch's 1-parameter item-response model. The analysis model used in this study was the Partial Credit Model. The value for item 8 exceeded 2.0, which indicated low internal validity (see Table 1 ). Aside from item 8, all other internal validity indexes were less than 1.2. The overall fit statistics confirmed that the internal values of the items were high enough to be good. In this study, the item difficulty was calculated based on Rasch's 1-parameter item-response model. An item difficulty of 0.0 indicated average item difficulty. The higher the value, the more difficult the item. Results showed that the logit scores of items 7 and 8 were the most difficult items (see Table 1 ) and that the test items had been distributed from easy to difficult. Additionally, when all the items are distributed equally from easy to difficult, the ordering of the problems itself may motivate the participants to attempt and complete all of the problems in the instrument, rather than placing more difficult obstacles in their paths earlier on.
The Creativity Assessment Packet (CAP).
The original version of the CAP was created by Williams [38] . Its Chinese version was translated and validated by Lin and Wang. The CAP is intended to identify creativity levels among students in grades 4 to 12 [41] . The two subtests of the CAP-the Test of Divergent Thinking (TDT) and the Test of Divergent Feeling (TDF)-were investigated for relationships with the Divergent Thinking and Motivation subscales measured by the CPSAI, respectively. In the TDT, examinees completed drawing 12 different figures, based on the lines presupplied in each item, and gave titles to their drawings. Their final products were scored based on fluency, flexibility, originality, collaboration, openness, and title. The TDF is a 3-point Likert scale questionnaire that asks students' preference on statements in four subscales: curiosity; risk taking; desire for complexity; and imagination.
In this study, 31 students' responses were randomly selected and rated by an external rater to test the interrater reliability of the TDT, which was found to reach .91. Additionally, the alpha value for internal-consistency was .85 for the TDF and .64 for the TDT. The overall score on the TDT significantly correlated with the subscale scores for fluency ( = .49, = 0.01), originality ( = .58, = 0.01), openness ( = .84, = 0.01), elaboration ( = .82, = 0.01), and titles ( = .60, = 0.01), but not with flexibility.
The Critical Thinking Test-(CTT-) I.
The CTT-I measures critical thinking skills of 5th-to 12th-grade students, with 25 multiple-choice questions that represent five critical thinking skills (Identification of Assumptions; Induction; Deduction; Interpretation; and Evaluation of Arguments) [39] . The test has previously been validated with 2,228 elementary students, and the alpha, using the ITEMAN item analysis, was .76. Cronbach's alpha for each subscale ranged from .32 to .49. Correlations between the overall score and the subscale scores ranged from .23 to .45 ( < 0.001). In this study, Cronbach's of the overall test was .57. The overall score of the CTT-I significantly correlated with Identification of Assumptions ( = .61, < 0.001); Induction ( = .61, < 0.001); Deduction ( = .67, < 0.001); Interpretation ( = .60, < 0.001); and Evaluation of Arguments ( = .45, < 0.001).
The Inventory of Parental Influence (IPI).
The IPI is a crosscultural, self-reported instrument designed to identify students' perceptions of family processes, including parental pressure; support; help; pressure toward intellectual development; monitoring; and communication [40] . A positive family process has been found to significantly influence students' creative problem-solving ability [42] . In addition, support and pressure toward intellectual development have been observed to significantly affect former Science Olympians' academic achievements [42] . Cho and Campbell [42] validated the instrument with 757 past Science Olympians and obtained internal-consistency reliability for the scales of support ( = .63) and of pressure toward intellectual development ( = .80).
In this study, the relationships between the Environment subscale of the CPSAI and the subscales of Pressure toward Intellectual Development and of Support were investigated. This is because a positive family process, which consists of support and pressure toward intellectual development, is significantly correlated with creative problem-solving in math [43] . In this study, the internal-consistencies of the Support and Pressure toward Intellectual Development subscales were = .75 and = .76, respectively. In summary, the TDT and TDF subtests of the CAP, the CTT-I, and the IPI were administered to determine whether the attributes measured by the CPSAI subscales are similar to those measured by these established instruments. Scores on general and domain-specific knowledge and skills measured by the CPSAI were compared with students' GPAs and academic achievements, respectively.
Data Collection.
The MCPSAT, CPSAI, CAP, CTT-I, and IPI were administered during two one-hour sessions over two weeks, with the MCPSAT and CPSAI in the first week and the CAP, CTT-I, and IPI in the second week. All instruments were administered by the author, with assistance from teachers at the schools. Students' math achievement test scores, which are administered three times per semester, and GPAs from the previous semester were used as measures of domain-specific and general knowledge and skills.
Data Analysis.
A confirmatory factor analysis was performed to determine if the relationships between the variables in Cho's model resemble the relationships between the variables in the observed data. In addition, internalconsistency between the overall scores and the score for each subscale of the CPSAI items and correlation coefficients among the subscale scores were analyzed. The correlation coefficients between the sub-scores and total score of the CPSAI were computed. Additionally, the scores from the CAP, CTT-I, and IPI were analyzed in comparison with the respective subscales of the CPSAI. A cluster analysis based on participants' responses on the CPSAI was performed to determine the typical typology of creative problem-solving ability in Taiwanese students. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) and follow-up post hoc tests were carried out to investigate the mean differences in the five attributes (divergent thinking; convergent thinking; motivation; general knowledge; and environment) and to investigate differences in the scores on the MCPSAT between the clusters.
Results
Structural Validity and Reliability.
Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to examine if the hypothesized fivefactor structure, which was believed to underlie the factors in the CPSAI, fits the data. Hypothesized models were assessed = 281 ), < 0.001), but a moderate fit with the observed data was seen (CFI = .924, NFI = .897, and RMSEA = .094). Overall, the findings of the confirmatory factor analysis yielded a good to moderate fit between the five-factor structure model and the observed data.
Correlation coefficients were computed for the five subscales. Tables 2 and 3 To assess whether the items for each scale yielded reliable data, Cronbach alphas were computed. The alpha values for Divergent Thinking ( = .87), Convergent Thinking ( = .84), Environment ( = .89), Motivation ( = .79), and General Knowledge and Skills ( = .85) indicated that their respective items had good internal-consistency. Furthermore, the internal-consistency of the items overall was good ( = .85). 
Relationship between CPS Attributes and the Established Instruments. The Pearson correlation coefficients between
Differences in Attributes among Different Math Creativity
Groups. A hierarchical cluster analysis was performed to identify relatively homogenous groups, based on students' responses in the scales of Divergent thinking, Convergent thinking, Motivation, General Knowledge and Skills, and Environment. After excluding missing values, 73% of the samples were included in the cluster analysis. Three clusters were found to be the most appropriate, as they yielded the most statistically significant differences among the clusters. These three clusters were eventually (see below) labeled Low, Medium, and High.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the differences in the five attributes among the three clusters. Levene tests on the first one-way ANOVA were significant for the subscales of Divergent Thinking and Motivation, which indicated violations of the assumption of homogeneity of variances. Therefore, Games-Howell tests were performed for these two subscales, whereas Tukey HSD tests were conducted for the subscales of Convergent Thinking, Environment, and General Knowledge and Skills. Table 4 shows statistically significant differences between the three clusters in Convergent Thinking ( (2, 296) = 166.93, < 0.001), Environment ( (2, 296) = 173.68, < 0.001), and General Knowledge and Skills ( (2, 296) = 99.13, < 0.001). The means for Convergent Thinking, Environment, General Knowledge and Skills, Divergent Thinking, and Motivation in Cluster 3 were the highest among the three clusters, whereas Cluster 1 showed the lowest means across all five attributes. Post hoc Tukey tests indicated that the mean differences between pairs of clusters were significant in each of these five subscales ( < 0.05). Clusters 1, 2, and 3 were labeled as Low Attribute (LA), Medium Attribute (MA), and High Attribute (HA) based on their mean scores in all five subscales (see Figure 1) . The High Attribute (HA) group had at least above medium levels in Divergent Thinking, Convergent Thinking, Environment, and General Knowledge. In addition, the HA students tended to have very high motivation when solving new and difficult problems. On the other hand, mean scores of the Low Attribute (LA) group were the lowest in each subscale among the three clusters. Furthermore, the HA students showed higher scores in Motivation than did the MA and LA students. Students in the Medium Attribute (MA) group had higher levels of each attribute than those in the LA group but had lower levels in Divergent Thinking, ConvergentThinking, Motivation, Environment, and Knowledge than did those in the HA group. Significant differences were found among the three clusters in their MCPSAT scores, F (2, 290) = 9.69, = 0.00 (see Table 5 ). The HA students scored highest on the MCPSAT and the LA students scored the lowest. Post hoc Tukey tests indicated that the HA group significantly differed from the MA and LA students, while differences between the LA and MA groups were insignificant.
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate typology of different creative problem-solving groups. A newly devised instrument, the CPSAI, with five different subscales (Divergent Thinking; Convergent Thinking; Motivation; General Knowledge; and Environment), was utilized in this study. Several analyses were computed to investigate the reliability and validity of the CPSAI, as well as its correlation with established instruments such as the MCPSAT, CAP, CTT-I, and IPI. Those instruments measure creative problem-solving in math, divergent thinking, convergent thinking, and family processes, respectively.
According to the results of the confirmatory factor analysis, most of the subscales yielded a reasonable fit, save for the Convergent Thinking scale. Further clarification may be needed for items measuring convergent thinking, such as rephrasing them in a way that allows examinees to understand them more readily. In addition, there have been studies indicating the importance of domain-specific knowledge in creativity [20, 23] . Therefore, the concept of domain specificity may need to be incorporated into the test questions for convergent thinking, motivation, and divergent thinking in the CPSAI in the future. As Brophy [34] pointed out, individuals constantly alternate between ideation and evaluation during the creative problem-solving process, such that these two types of cognitive thinking may work in a "zigzag pattern." This may have caused difficulty for the participating fifth and sixth graders in distinguishing between the divergent and convergent thinking processes. Divergent thinking and convergent thinking may not be processes that are exclusive of each other. While an individual explores alternatives, convergent thinking is also required to evaluate previous solutions or ideas and, based on the evaluation results, they will continue to or stop searching for new alternatives [34] . Future research may need to be conducted, with participants with higher levels of cognitive maturity.
Values for internal-consistency on each subscale ranged from .79 to .89, indicating good reliability. Further, the items interrelated well enough to be summed as a composite variable, and each of the five factors was measured well by its subscale items. The subscales statistically correlated with each other, ranging from .45 to .70, suggesting moderate to high relationships between them. The structures of the subscales shared some common ground yet were unique from each other, confirming Cropley's claim that these two types of cognitive processes (convergent and divergent thinking) are both used to generate ideas, but in different fashions [29] . Divergent Thinking and Convergent Thinking were the most highly correlated among the subscales. This corresponds to the results of the factor analysis, which revealed that these two concepts were not easily distinguished by the participants.
The results of the correlation analyses between the scores on the subscales and established instruments ranged between .20 and .60, signifying medium to large relationships, suggesting that there are similarities as well as differences between the subscales of the CPSAI and the other established instruments. For example, the Divergent Thinking scale had a significant but low correlation with TDT. This result can be explained by the domain specificity of creativity and divergent thinking. Baer theorized that creativity is domainspecific, such that creativity in one field cannot be transferred to another field, based on the low correlations among products in five tasks (telling stories; writing stories; writing poems; writing mathematical word problems; and making collages) [44] [45] [46] . In other words, an individual's creativity in drawing figures as tested in the TDT may not transfer to creativity in solving math problems.
The cluster analysis yielded three patterns of attributes, with the HA group having the highest mean scores across all of the attributes, followed by the MA group, and then the LA group. In addition, participants in the HA group 8 Education Research International acquired the highest scores on the MCPSAT, followed by students in the MA and LA groups, respectively. Although the three groups significantly differed from each other across attributes, only the MCPSAT score of the HA group was significantly different from the other two groups; the MA and LA groups had similar scores on the MCPSAT. This implies that there might be a threshold effect required for attributes in creative problem-solving to have an impact. In other words, unless students have at least a threshold level (the midpoint of the 5-point scale) in all of the attributes, differences in these attributes below the threshold level do not result in a difference in actual creative problem-solving.
This empirical finding of the present study supports Cho's Dynamic System Model of Creative Problem-Solving Ability [23, 24, 30] , in which all attributes of creative problem-solving are equally important and have to be adequately developed before superior creativity can manifest. More importantly, these results imply the importance of balanced development among attributes. No particular attribute stands out from the rest. Instead, attributes of creative problem-solving need to be developed equally to certain levels, as supported by Cho, who claimed that not only do attributes of creative problem-solving interact with each other to help solve problems in a creative manner during the process, but also creative problem-solving is an organic system that cannot develop properly without the balanced development of these attributes [24] . Therefore, two principles in the nurturing and development of creative problem-solving are as follows: (a) all attributes are equally important and (b) these attributes must all be developed to a certain level in order for an individual to perform creative problem-solving [47] . Moreover, past studies have discussed the threshold theory with regard to intelligence and creativity [48] [49] [50] , but not the threshold theory's effect on other specific attributes. Therefore, these current findings should be further investigated to determine their generalizability.
Conclusion
In this evolving environment, creative problem-solving is essential for human beings to solve the complex challenges we face [3] . It is critical to equip our children with creative problem-solving abilities. This study investigated the typology of math creative problem-solving ability. Most importantly, the results of this study may have shown a threshold effect for creative problem-solving attributes, meaning that one has to achieve a certain level in divergent thinking, convergent thinking, motivation, environment, and knowledge and skills in order for them to have an impact on creative problem-solving ability. This study showed that the attributes in Cho's [23, 24, 30] model are equally important and need to be developed equally to certain levels, thus contributing to the existing knowledge regarding creative problem-solving.
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